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The Steaming Pile
Straight from You-Know-Where!

Kinds of Pie You Don’t (Hopefully!) Want on Pi Day
Human meat
Megamilk
Pi pie
Rotten fruit
Hookers and pie
Internal combustion cream pie
Chernoberryl
Twitter bird
Face
Floor
Cow pie
Israli-Palestinean Conflict Pie
Toothpaste
Twilight
Plasma
Vuvuzela
Road salt
General Custer
Activia
YouPorn

Her Majesty’s Pie
Laxative
Fossilized Pie from Africa
Old People Diaper
Sur
Fireworks
STD
Giardia
Gorilla Glue-berry
Laser Jet Ink
Vin Diesel
American
Taco-burrito-quesadilla
Wubstep
Landmine-cream pie
Shaving cream
Pubes
Money
CAFFEINEOMGOMGOMGPIE
Bacon

Spring Break: South Beach, Miami, Bitch.
By Kay McMahon ~ Daily Bull

Upon arrival of the spring we all pinpointed the map for paradise-like
vacations and come the winter storm last week we all began our
routes. The only logical thing to do with my typical home-body self
was to jump on the band wagon, of course.
I have composed a list of similarities and differences, small stories,
little victories, glory moments, relative and unrelative rap songs and
collectable memories left in the MTU vans commonly named Black
Velvet (if you please), and Grey Goose, otherwise known as Black
Mamba, and Silver Bullet.
When in Miami, the phrase “I’m in Miami, Bitch” becomes an excuse
of all things. Tango with alligator- It’s okay because I’m in Miami, bitch!
Five p.m wasted off 25-dollar margaritas? That’s alright too; I’m in Miami, bitch! Buying coconuts out of a stolen shopping cart from retired
Michigan residents, more recently addicted to sweet Cuban cocaine
and pasty white female tourists? I’m in Miami, bitch!
We thought parking at MTU was bad, but we were wrong. My first
day (and time ever) at the ocean we parked many blocks a way in
the apparently, single parking space left if the entire city of Miami. For
about fifteen dollars! Upon exiting Black Velvet from the space, two
...see lovely bunch on back

Stegosaurus:
Jurassic Heat Sink

Five of the Best Vacation Locations
by Steve Whittaker ~ Daily Bull

Well, with spring break over, I decided to make a short list of some of the
best places you could have gone for an enjoyable vacation. These places
have been hand selected for their fulfilling attractions and rich atmosphere.
It is my hope that you take some of these places to heart and see them
before you die.
5. Victoria Island, Northwest Territories Canada
Boasting 8th largest Island in the world Victoria Island is in our top five
wonderful places to visit. Located in balls-ass-cold Canada, summers and
winters are a blast on this island. With a large Inuit population of around
1,800 people you too can enjoy the life of building igloos to survive harsh
blizzard conditions, or fish as to not starve. Just be sure to bring your sun
screen as to avoid any possible burning.
4. Detroit, Michigan, USA
Whether it be getting mugged, stabbed, or shot at you will have loads
of fun in the motor city. At night inner city Detroit is a great place to stroll
around. In the past on the night before Halloween it was common pastime
to go out on the town and watch the many fires that would light up the
...see travel plans on back

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

10% Student Discount
Everyday On Every Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

Best short story of my Miami
Experience: while stuck in rush
hour traffic my wondering eyes
took in the ways of the roads. I
watched the weaving in and out
of traffic, bicyclist who feared not
even God himself or a cracked
out keebler elf, and mopeds that
could fit anywhere.
But more importantly what I saw
no one would have believed:
Miami Dade County Police drove
beside a black man in a Cadillac
on the freeway. Both windows
were down on both cars, and the
Cadillac was BUMP BUMP BUMPING his base “Sometimes I get
a good feeeeeeling, yah” while
both the driver and the officer
rocked out beside each other.
Commence EQUALITY, dawg.
Tips for future vacations: Chipotle is not a good parting dinner
when preparing for a thirty five
hour drive home, if you don’t
commit to your van-you will die,
only commit LEGAL U-turns, and
finally always go somewhere that
a famous song justifies any wrong
doing or judgment calls. Also,
smuggle coconuts, and at least
know the Oscar Meyer wiener
song in Spanish.
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night. If that’s not entertaining enough you could get lucky and find your way into a Lions game where you could
be almost guaranteed to see the home team lose. On top of all this you don’t need to go far to get to the D.
3. Pyongyan, North Korea
Now under new Dictatorship North Korea has become a hotspot of a destination for tourist. Boasting food, water,
electricity and sanity shortages what is not to love about this place? While you are there be sure to stay in one
of their many tall façade skyscrapers with no working elevators, or watch the government test one of their many
shells on a South Korean military base.
2. Grozny, ChenChen Republic/ Russia?
After the dissolve of the Soviet Union Chenya has become a warm inviting place, that is if you are not one of the
many non Chenyans currently being cleansed. After having had two wars since the fall of the Soviets, the scenery
of bombed building and machine gun toting civilians nothing but breathtaking. Be sure to not pack shorts if you
a woman because the country is pushing for a Muslim like dress code.
1. Mogadishu, Somalia
Making Number one on our list, Mogadishu is one of the nicest places you could be. While there you can enjoy
the lack of common necessities, and rampant violence between Ethiopian and Somalian troops, as well as few
Islamic Guerrillas. You will mugged, if not killed, when walking the streets. On the bright side you could become
a pirate and sail the sea pirating passing tourism ships.
There are many other great places you could go to visit but we could only pick five for are list. However here
are some runner ups that also make great places to visit: Bagdad, New Jersey, Rio De Janerio, Tripoli, Karachi, and
a handful of other 3rd world cities you’ve never heard of. Now get out there and explore and for god sakes
don’t get yourself killed.
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cars fought to the death (literally)
for the parking space. Looking
over my shoulder I swear the red
corvette didn’t make it out alive.
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ANDORIAN
ANDROID
BAJORAN
BALLS
BETAZOID
BOLIAN
BONG
BOSLIC
BREEN
CAATATI
CAITIAN
CARDASSIAN
CHANGELING
CORVALLEN
DELTAN

DOPTERIAN
EVORA
FERENGI
GORN
HOLOGRAM

HUMAN
KLINGON
KOBLIAD
LURIAN
NAUSICAAN

ORION
PAKLED
PALIAR ZEL NATIVES
REMAN

ROMULAN
TERRELLIAN
THOLIAN
TIBURONIAN
TRIBBLE

TRILL
TYGARIAN
VULCAN
XINDI
YRIDIAN

